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Our goal is twofold. First, we formulate a duality between commutative bialge-
broids and cocommutative bialgebras over a ring extension. Second, we show that
for a certain action groupoid J, the Hopf algebroid of functions on the Frobenius
kernel J 1 is dual to the restricted enveloping algebra of the Lie algebroid of J.
Q 2000 Academic Press
The dual space of a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra.
This duality breaks down for Hopf algebroids, since the dual module of a
Hopf algebroid is no longer an algebroid. Let A be a commutative algebra
over a field K. In Section 2 we propose a duality between commutative
bialgebroids over A, which are finitely generated projective A-modules,
and cocommutative A N K-bialgebras, which are finitely generated projec-
tive A-modules. This duality is similar to Grothendieck's construction of
w xdifferential operators 2 . Takeuchi stops short of describing this duality in
w x16, Sect. 4 .
It would be interesting to trace the behavior of an antipode under this
duality. Our construction breaks down for non-commutative Hopf alge-
w xbroids introduced in 9 , yet it may work for algebroids satisfying general-
w xized commutativity constraints such as h-algebroids 5 .
Section 3 contains an elaborate example of this duality. The main result
Ž .Theorem 12 states that if X is an affine algebraic scheme over a field of
positive characteristic and g is a restricted Lie algebra acting on X then
Ž .under a minor technical assumption A-good on a closed subscheme
1 The research was supported by NSF.
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Y : X the following objects are dual:
v Ž .Hopf algebroid of functions of the action groupoid of Spec u g * on
Y;
v Ž .restricted enveloping O Y -algebra of the Lie algebroid L of sec-
tions of Y = g over Y that extend to sections of X = g over X determin-
ing vector fields tangent to Y.
w xIn particular, L is the Lie algebroid of this action groupoid 10, 14 . If both
X and Y are smooth and g is a Lie algebra of a linear algebraic group
Ž .acting on X then the action is A-good Lemma 9 . Since the action
Ž .groupoid of Spec u g * is the first Frobenius kernel of the action groupoid
of the linear algebraic group, Theorem 12 is a generalization of duality
Ž .between u g and the Hopf algebra of functions on the first Frobenius
w xkernel on the linear algebraic group 8, 1.9.6 . A similar duality for an
arbitrary smooth groupoid is outlined in 3.7.
The utility of Theorem 12 is in modular representation theory. We face
w xa need to split a central extension of infinitesimal groupoids in 11, 14 .
Knowing how to split the corresponding extension of tangent Lie alge-
broids, we need Theorem 12 of the present paper to pass to a splitting on
the level of functions and, consequently, a splitting of groupoids.
Ž .Section 3 also contains a local PBW-theorem Proposition 7 that may
wbe of independent interest because it is slightly more general than 4,
Ž .xTheorem 3.5 b .
We use an algebraic language because it is the fastest way to achieve the
goals outlined above. We make occasional remarks about geometric nature
of the phenomena we study to facilitate the perception of the formal
language.
Let K be a ground field. All algebras are over K. Let A be a
Žcommutative algebra with unity. A small Latin letter occasionally with
.hat denotes an arbitrary element of a set denoted by the corresponding
capital letter, unless specified otherwise.
The author thanks I. Mirkovic for the insightful explanation ofÂ
Grothendieck's construction of differential operators. The author is grate-
ful to the referee and M. Takeuchi for comments that have helped to
improve the exposition.
1. PRELIMINARY FACTS
1.1. Bimodules
Let M and N be A y A-bimodules. While working with different
wtensor products of A y A-bimodules, we use Mac Lane's notation 15, p.
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x87 . The common m stands for tensor products over K. The coequalizer of
a few A-module structures is denoted by H with x placed in appropriatex
positions. For instance,
M m N s M m N.H x x A A A
x
Similarly, the equalizer of a few A-module structures is denoted by H x. We
always skip a summation sign in the notation for elements of tensor
products. For instance,
y
 4M m N s m m n g M m N N ;a ma m n s m m na .H Hx y x y A A A
x
Any tensor product has a standard A y A-bimodule structure given by the
left action to the most left factor and the right action to the most right
factor. The opposite bimodule N8 of N is equal to N as a K-module with
the left and right actions interchanged. The A-actions on the right dual
Ž .bimodule N* s Hom N , A of N areA A
an* n s n* na and n*a n s n* an . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
A morphism of right A-modules f : M “ N determines a morphism of
left A-modules f*: N* “ M* defined by
f* n* m s n* f m . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Moreover, if f is a morphism of left A-modules then f* is a morphism of
Ž .right A-modules. The left dual bimodule *N s Hom N, A may beA A
w xexamined in a similar way. There are bimodule morphisms 16, Sect. 4 ,
V : N “ * N* , V : N “ *N *, 3Ž . Ž . Ž .N N
*
U
Q : *M m N “ N m M , 4Ž .H HM , N x x x xž /x x
*
C : M* m N* “ N m M 5Ž .H HM , N x x x xž /x x
defined by
V n n* s n* n , V n *n s *n n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N N
Q *m m *n n m m s *n n *m m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .M , N
C m* m n* n m m s n* n m* m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M , N
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If N is a finitely generated projective module with dual bases n , ni thenA i
Ž .C is an isomorphism. For any a g H N m M *,M , N x x x
Cy1 a s a n m m ni.Ž . Ž .M , N i ]
If both M and N are finitely generated projective modules with dualA A
i i Žbases m , m and n , n then Q is an isomorphism. For any a g * H Ni i M , N x x
.m M ,x
Qy1 a s mi m nia n m m .Ž . Ž .M , N i i
1.2. Bialgebroids and Hopf Algebroids
A Hopf algebroid over A is a cogroupoid in the category of commutative
Ž .K-algebras with the base A. A commutati¤e bialgebroid over A has four
structure A y A-bimodule maps
m : H m H “ H , h : A m A “ H ,HHx y x y
x y
D : H “ H m H , « : H “ AH x x
x
satisfying the following axioms:
Ã ÃŽ .1. H is a commutative algebra with hh s m h m h ;
2. h is an algebra homomorphism;
Ž . Ž .3. h a m 1 h s ah and hh 1 m a s ha;
Ž . Ž .4. D h m h s h m D h ;1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .5. « h h s h « h s h;1 2 1 2
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .6. If z s hh then z m z s h h m h h and « z s « h « h ;1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .7. D 1 s 1 m 1, « 1 s 1.
Ž .We use the Ý-free version of Sweedler's Ý-notation, i.e., D h s h m h1 2
keeping the summation in mind. Axiom 4 uses the natural isomorphism
Ãbetween H H m H m H and H H m H m H. The expression h h1, 2 1 1 2 2 1, 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
Ãm h h is a well-defined element of H H m H because of commutativity2 2 x x x
of the algebra structure of H.
A Hopf algebroid is a bialgebroid with an antipode map S: H “ H8 such
that
8. S is a homomorphism of algebras;
Ž . Ž Ž ..9. S h h s h 1 m « h ;1 2
Ž . Ž Ž . .10. h S h s h « h m 1 ;1 2
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Ž Ž ..11. S S h s h;
Ž Ž .. Ž .12. S h a m 1 s h 1 m a .
Ž . Ž .Notice that the expressions S h h and h S h are well defined. These1 2 1 2
axioms degenerate into those of a commutative Hopf algebra if the left
and right A-actions coincide. The reader can find additional information
w xand various examples in 9, 13 .
1.3. Morphisms of Hopf Algebroids
Let H and B be Hopf algebroids over A. A morphism of A m A-algebras
f : H “ B is a morphism of bialgebroids if it preserves D and « . Further-
more, f is a morphism of Hopf algebroids if it preserves S.
LEMMA 1. A morphism of bialgebroids f: H “ B between Hopf alge-
broids is a morphism of Hopf algebroids.
Proof. A prime will indicate a structure map of B. An expression
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..S9 f h f h f S h is well defined for any h. We show that S9 f h1 2 3
Ž Ž ..s f S h by computing this expression twice,
S9 f h f h f S hŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 3
s S9 f h f h f S h s h9 1 m « 9 f h f S hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 3 1 2
s f S « h h s f S h ;Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2
S9 f h f h f S hŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 3
s S9 f h f h S h s S9 f h h9 « h m 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 1 2
s S9 f h « h s S9 f h .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2
1.4. A N K-bialgebras
Ž .A cocommutati¤e A N K-bialgebra U is an A y A-bimodule equipped
with three morphisms
y
Äh : A “ U, m : U m U “ U, D : U “ U m U ,Ä Ä H H Hx x x y x y
x x
of A y A-bimodules, and a morphism of left A-modules « : U “ A suchÄ
that
Ž .1. U is an associative algebra with uu s m u m u ;Ã Ä Ã
Ž .2. h 1 is an identity element of U;Ä A
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Ž . Ž .3. h a u s au and uh a s ua;Ä Ä
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .4. D u m u s u m D u ;1 2 1 2
5. u m u s u m u ;1 2 2 1
Ž .6. « u u s u;Ä 1 2
ÄŽ . Ž .7. D 1 s 1 m 1 and « 1 s 1;Ä
Ž . Ž Ž ..8. « uu s « u« u ;Ä Ã Ä Ä Ã
9. If a : U m U “ H U m U is the natural projection and z, w g Ux x x
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m U such that D u s a z and D u s a w then D uu s a zw .Ã Ã
ÄAxioms 4 and 5 make sense because the range of D is a submodule of
H U m U. Axiom 5 means that U is cocommutative as an A-coalgebra.x x x
We use tildes to demarcate bialgebras from bialgebroids. Our A N K-
w xbialgebras are slightly different from those of 12 : we require cocommuta-
tivity but our A is not necessarily a field.
Ž .We define an action of an A N K-bialgebra U on A by u ? a s « ua forÄ
all u g U, a g A. Let us summarize properties of the action.
LEMMA 2. The following identities hold for all u, ¤ g U, a, b g A, h g *U,
u ? ¤ ? a s u¤ ? a, 6Ž . Ž .
u ? a u s ua, 7Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
u ? a u ? b s u ? ab , 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
h u u ? a s h ua . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 2 1
Ž .Proof. Axiom 8 of A N K-bialgebra immediately implies 6 . To obtain
ÄŽ .7 , one explores the image of D. If m: A m U “ U is the right action
then
u ? a u s m « m Id u a m u s m « m Id u m u aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä ÄÝ Ý Ý1 2 1 2 1 2
s « u u a s ua.Ž .ÄÝ 1 2
Finally,
u ? a u ? b s « u ? a u b s « uab s u ? ab ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä ÄÝ Ý1 2 1 2
h u u ? a s h u « u a s h u ? a u s h ua .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý2 1 2 1 1 2
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2. DUALITY
2.1. The Right Dual of a Bialgebroid
Now we prove that the right dual of a bialgebroid is an A N K-bialgebra.
PROPOSITION 3. Let H be a bialgebroid o¤er A. The bimodule H* has an
associati¤e algebra structure with a multiplication
m : HU m H* “ H* 10Ž .Ä H x x
x
Ã ÃŽ . Ž Ž . .defined by h* ? h* h s h* h* h h and a unity « . The multiplication agrees1 2
Ž . Ž .with the bimodule structure by ah* s a« h* and h*a s h* « a . If , further-
more, H is a finitely generated projecti¤e module then H* is an A N K-A
Ž .bialgebra with the counity map V 1 .H H
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .Proof. For each a g A, h* ? h* ha s h* h* h h a s h* h* h h a1 2 1 2
Ã ÃŽ Ž Ž . .. Ž Ž ..s h* h* h h a s h* ? h* h a. Thus, the product is well defined. The1 2
multiplication m is associative because the comultiplication D is coassocia-Ä
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .tive. Let us prove that h*a ? h* s h* ? ah* by calculating at some
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .h: h*a ? h* h s h*a h* h h s h* ah* h h s h* h* h a h s1 2 1 2 1 2
Ã ÃŽŽ .Ž . . Ž .Ž .h* ah* h h s h* ? ah* h . Let us check the compatibility of the1 2
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . .multiplication and the bimodule structure: h* ? a« h s h* « h ah s1 2
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .h*a h . Then a« ? h* h s a« h* h h s h* h « h a s1 2 1 2
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Ž .h* h « h a s h* h a s ah* h . The identity property of « is a particu-1 2
lar case of this compatibility.
If H is finitely generated projective then C is an isomorphism.A H , H
y U U Ž . ŽNotice that z g H H H m H if and only if C z g H H H mx x y x y H , H x y x y
.H *. This observation allows us to define a comultiplication in H* byx y
Ä y1D s C (m*. On elements,H , H
U Ã U Ãh h h h s h* hh . 11Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
ÄCoassociativity and cocommutativity of D are inherited from associativity
Ž .and commutativity of m. To show that V 1 is a counity, we have toH H
U Ž . Ucheck that h 1 h s h*. For any h g H,1 2
hU 1 hU h s hU hhU 1 s hU h hU 1 s h* h1 s h* h .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 2 1
We prove axiom 9, while axioms 6]8 are obvious. Let us choose z,
U U ÃU ÃUŽ . Ž .w g H* m H* such that a z s h m h and a w s h m h . If c s1 2 1 2
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Ã Ž .h*h* g H*, we have to show that c m c s a zw . We prove that1 2
Ã ÃŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .C a zw s C c m c by computing h*h* hh in two differentH , H H , H 1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ways. On one hand, h*h* hh s c h c h . On the other hand, h*h* hh1 2
Ã Ã Ã ÃU Ã ÃU Ã ÃU ÃU Ã ÃŽ Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž Ž . 4 Ž . 4.s h* h* h h h h s h* h h h h h h s h* h h h h h h1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2
U U U UÃ Ã ÃŽ .Ž .Ž .Ž .s h h h h h h .1 1 2 2
Notice that the antipode S is an isomorphism between H and H .A A
Thus, H is a finitely generated projective left A-module if and only if H is
a finitely generated projective right A-module.
2.2. The Left Dual of an A N K-bialgebra
We prove that the left dual of an A N K-bialgebra is a bialgebroid now.
PROPOSITION 4. Let U be an A N K-bialgebra. The bimodule *U has a
structure of a commutati¤e algebra with multiplication
m : UU mUU “ *U 12Ž .HH x y x y
y x
Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by *u ? *u u s *u u *u u and unity « . The multiplication agreesÃ Ã Ä2 1
Ž . Ž .with the bimodule structure by a*u s a« *u and *ua s *u « a . If , more-Ä Ä
o¤er, U is a finitely generated projecti¤e module then *U is a bialgebroid withA
Ž .the counity map V 1 .H H
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. For each a, *u ? *u au s *u u *u au s a *u ? *u u . Thus,Ã Ã Ã2 1
Ž .the product *u ? *u is an element of *U. Let us show that *ua ? *u s *u ?Ã Ã
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .*ua by calculating at u: *ua ? *u u s *u au *u u s *u u *u auÃ Ã Ã Ã2 1 2 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .s *u ? *ua u . Similarly, a*u ? *u s *u ? a*u and the multiplication mapÃ Ã Ã
Äm is well defined. It is associative and commutative since D is coassociative
and cocommutative.
To show the compatibility with the bimodule structure, we note that
u a m u s u m u a s u m u a for all u g U, a g A. Immediately,2 1 2 1 1 2
wŽ . xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž .a« ? *u u s a« u *u u s *u « u a u s *u « u u a s *u uaÄ Ä Ä Ä2 1 2 1 1 2
Ž .Ž . w Ž .xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .s a*u u . Then, *u ? « a u s « au *u u s *u a« u u sÄ Ä Ä1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Ž .*u au s *ua u . The identity property of « is a particular case of theÄ
compatibility.
If U is finitely generated projective then Q is an isomorphism. TheA U, U
comultiplication of *U can be given by D s Qy1 (*m. On elements,ÄU, U
*u u*u u s *u uu . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã Ã2 1
The comultiplication is coassociative because m is associative. Axioms ofÄ
Ž . Ž .bialgebroid see 1.2 can be deduced from relation 13 as in Proposition 3.
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2.3. Example
w xLet G be a finite groupoid with a base B 10 . Both G and B are finite
sets and maps a , b : G “ B are the source and the target maps of G so
Ž . Ž .that a product gg is defined whenever a g s b g . Let A be the algebraÃ Ã
of functions on B with values in K. It is spanned by the delta functions db
 4for all b g B. The groupoid algebra KG s Ý k g , spanned over Kg g G g
Ž .by G, has a multiplication m g m g s gg if gg is defined in G andÃ Ã Ã
Ž .m g m g s 0 otherwise. If 1: B “ G is the identity of G, KG is anÃ
A N K-bialgebra with the structure maps
Äh d s 1 b , D g s g m g , « g s d . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Äb b Ž g .
Ž .The algebra K G of functions on G with values in K is a Hopf algebroid.
It is spanned by the delta functions d for all g g G. The action of A isg
given by formulas
d d s d d b g and d d s d a g d . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .g b g b b g b g
The Hopf algebroid operations are
D d s d m d , S d s d y1 , « d s d d 1 b .Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýg h f g g g b g
fhsg bgB
16Ž .
The groupoid algebra KG is isomorphic to the right dual of the Hopf
Ž . Ž .algebroid K G . For each g g G, we define x g K G * byg
x g s d g d . 17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ãg g a Ž g .Ã Ã
Ž . Ž .The module K G is free. By Proposition 3, K G * is an A N K-bialgebra.A
Ž .The morphism KG “ K G * N g ‹ x is an isomorphism of A N K-g
Ž .bialgebras. Similarly, K G is isomorphic to *KG as a bialgebroid.
2.4. Another Example
w xLet us recall Grothendieck's construction of differential operators 2 .
Let X be an affine smooth algebraic variety, and W be the formal
neighborhood of the diagonal in X = X. The trivial groupoid structure on
Ž .W provides the algebra O W with a topological Hopf algebroid structure
Ž .over the algebra O X . Finally, one defines the algebra of differential
Ž . topoperators by D s O W * . Using a divided powers formal neighborhood
in positive characteristic, one obtains an algebra of crystalline differential
operators in a similar way.
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2.5. Reduction
The following consideration has been suggested by the referee. Infor-
mally, we want to be able to reduce bialgebroids and bialgebras to a closed
subvariety.
Let A s RrI be commutative K-algebras. Let H be a bialgebroid over
R. Its reduction to A is H s A m H m A, which is obviously a bialge-R R
broid over A.
Let U be an R N K-bialgebra. Its reduction to A is
 4U s x g A m U N xI s 0 .R
This reduction obviously inherits m, h, and « but the comultiplication isÄ Ä Ä
worth a separate discussion. We can prove that U inherits a coalgebra
Žstructure under the following two restrictions. Notice that the second
.condition holds true if U is a projective module.R
v A is a domain;
v the A-module A m U is torsion-free.R
A comultiplication on U,
ÄD 1 m x s 1 m x m 1 m x 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
is well defined if U is an A-subcoalgebra of A m U. In this case, theR
axioms of an A N K-bialgebra for U are inherited from the corresponding
properties of U.
Ž .Let x be an A-subcoalgebra of A m U generated by x g A m U. ItR R
Ž .suffices to show that x g U implies x : U. If Q is a quotient field of A
then, using standard coalgebra facts for a Q-coalgebra Q m U, for everyR
Ž .  4 Ž .y g x we find a g A _ 0 and h g * A m U such thatR
ay s h x x .Ž .Ý 2 1
It is clear that x s 1 m x for someÄ
 4  4x g U9 s u g U N uI : IU s u g U N u ? I : I . 19Ž .Ä
ÄThe latter equality follows from Lemma 2. There exists h g *U lifting h.
Then
Äay s 1 m h x x .Ž .Ä ÄÝž /2 1
Ž .Formula 9 implies that ayI s 0. Since A m U is torsion-free yI s 0 andR
y g U.
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PROPOSITION 5. Let A s RrI be commutati¤e K-algebras such that A is a
domain. Let H be a bialgebroid o¤er R such that H is a finitely generatedR
Ž .projecti¤e module. If U s H* is the dual R N K-bialgebra then H * is
naturally isomorphic to U as R N K-bialgebras.
Proof. Let us look at an exact sequence of A-modules
0 “ J “ H m A “ H “ 0. 20Ž .R
Dualizing this sequence, we obtain another exact sequence
J* ⁄ H m A * ⁄ H * ⁄ 0. 21Ž . Ž . Ž .R
Ž .We identify H m A * and A m U using the natural isomorphismR R
H Ž .between them. The submodule J : A m U becomes equal to H * withR
 4respect to this identification. Since J s ih m 1 N i g I, h g H , we observe
H Ž .that J s U. Thus, we have a natural isomorphism between H * and U.
It remains to notice that the isomorphism preserves the A N K-bialgebra
structure, which follows from the fact that both bialgebra structures have
originated in the bialgebroid structure of H.
3. LIE ALGEBROIDS AND INFINITESIMAL GROUPOIDS
The ground field K has a positive characteristic p in this section.
3.1. Restricted Lie Algebroids
Let Der A be the Lie algebra of K-derivations of A with the structure
Žof a left A-module. A restricted Lie algebroid over A this definition first
w x. Ž .appears in 7 is a pair L, A such that
1. L is an A-module;
2. L is also a restricted Lie algebra over K ;
Ž .3. kl s k1 l for all k g K, l g L;A
4. A: L “ Der A is a morphism of both A-modules and restricted
Lie algebras;
Ä Ä Ä Äw x w x Ž .Ž .5. l, al s a l, l q A l a l for all a g A, l, l g L;
Ž .w p x p w p x Ž . py1Ž .6. al s a l q A al a l for all a g A, l g L.
3.2. Restricted En¤eloping Algebra
Let us consider an associative A-algebra B; i.e., it is equipped with a
Ž .morphism of algebras z : A “ B. The pair B, z determines a restricted
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Lie algebroid Bwyx defined by
Bwyx s d , b g Der A = B N ;a z d a s bz a y z a b . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
The notation Bwyx should resemble BŽy., the commutator Lie algebra on
B. The structure maps of Bwyx are
Ã Ã Ã Ãw x w xA d , b s d , d, b , d , b s d , d , b , b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xp w p x pd, b s d , b .Ž . Ž .
A restricted en¤eloping A-algebra of a restricted Lie algebroid L, denoted
Ž . Ž .V L later, is a quotient of the smash product Aau L by the ideal
generated by all aal y 1aal.
Ž . wyxLEMMA 6. The functor V is left adjoint of .
Proof. We write a sequence of natural isomorphisms
Hom V L , BŽ .Ž .AyAlg
( f g Hom A m u L , B N f a m l s f 1 m al , Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A K
f 1 m l f a m 1 s f a m l q A l a m 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
f s f 1 m is an algebra map4Ž .]
( f g Hom u L , B N f al s z a f lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Alg
s f l z a y z A l aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
( c g Hom L, BŽy. N c al s z a c lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . psLie
s c l z a y z A l aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4
( Hom L, Bwyx .Ž .psLie algebroid
Ž . Ž .The algebra V L inherits an A N K-bialgebra structure from Aau L :
ÄD l s 1 m l q l m 1, « l s 0. 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä
w xWe need a stronger version of the PBW-theorem than 4, Theorem 3.5 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 7 Local Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt Theorem . Consider aÂ
Ž .restricted Lie algebroid o¤er A L and a multiplicati¤e set T : A. If
l , l , . . . , l , . . . is an ATy1-basis of Ty1L then monomials l m s l m 1 l m 2 ???1 2 i 1 2
m n y1 y1 Ž .l with 0 F m F p y 1 form an AT -basis of T V L .n i
y1 Ž .Proof. The notion of an algebroid is local and T V L is a restricted
y1 y1 y2Ž Ž .Ž .. Ž y1 .Lie algebroid over AT . Since lt s t tl y A l t g V T L ,
y1 Ž . Ž y1 .T V L is naturally isomorphic to V T L . Let a , a , . . . be a K-basis1 2
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of ATy1. Keeping a summation over repeating indices in mind,
a a s a k a , A l a s b k a ,Ž . Ž .i j i j k n i ni k
w p x i t w x i tl s g a l l , l s d a ln n i t n m nm i t
k k i t i t Ž .for some a , b , g , d g K. By definition, V L is generated by A andi j ni n nm
L and the ideal of relations is generated by the relations coming from
Ã Ã Ã p w p xŽ . w xaal y 1aal and the relations of u L , i.e., ll y ll y l, l and l y l .
Using axioms 5 and of 6 of restricted Lie algebroid, the latter two relations
Ãfor arbitrary l and l follow from these relations for basis elements l . Thus,i
ÄŽ .V L has generators a , l and relationsÄi n
a a s a k a for all i , j, 23Ž .Ä Ä Äi j i j k
Ä Ä kl a s a l q b a for all n , i , 24Ž .Ä Ä Än i i n ni k
Äp it Äl s g a l for all n , 25Ž .Än n i t
Ä Ä Ä Ä i t Äl l s l l q d a l for n ) m , 26Ž .Än m m n nm i t
Ä 4as a K-algebra. Let F be the set of words in the alphabet a , . . . , l , . . . .Ä1 n
We put a linear order on F by x ??? x % y ??? y if either k ) t or k s t1 k 1 t
and one of the following conditions holds
Äv x s y , . . . , x s y , x s l , y s a ;Ä1 1 ry1 ry1 r n r i
Ä Äv x s y , . . . , x s y , x s l , y s l , n ) m;1 1 ry1 ry1 r n r m
v x s y , . . . , x s y , x s a , y s a , j ) i.Ä Ä1 1 ry1 ry1 r j r i
This order satisfies the descending chain condition that allows us to use
w xShirshov's composition lemma 3 . It is a long and instructive exercise
Ž . Ž . Ž .left to a reader to check that the system of relations 23 ] 26 is closed
under compositions; i.e., they form ``a non-commutative Grobner basis.''È
Shirshov's composition lemma implies that the elements of F without the
highest subwords of relations, i.e.,
Ä Äp Ä Äa a , l a , l for all i , j, n , and l l for n ) m ,Ä Ä Äi j n i n n m
Ž .form a K-basis of V L . But these are the words
Äm 1 Äm na l ??? l ,Äi 1 n
with 0 F m F p y 1. The proposition follows.i
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Since a finitely generated A-module is projective if and only if it is
locally free, the following fact follows from the proposition.
COROLLARY 8. If L is a finitely generated projecti¤e A-module, then
Ž .V L is finitely generated projecti¤e.A
3.3. Action Lie Algebroid
We consider a restricted Lie algebra g acting on a commutative K-alge-
bra R. The action is given by a morphism of restricted Lie algebras
p : g “ Der R that determines a morphism of associative algebras
Ž .P: u g “ End R. Let I be an ideal of R. We define A s RrI.K
Let L9 : R m g consist of all elements of R m g that define vector
Ž .Ž .fields on Spec R tangent to Spec A. Let L s t m Id L9 where t : R “g
A is the natural projection. Having chosen a vector space splitting v : A
“ R of t , we notice that
ÃL s z g A m g N A v m Id z I : I , 27Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .½ 5g
ÃŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .where A r m g r s rp g r for any g g g.Ã Ã
LEMMA 9. The ¤ector space L has a structure of a restricted Lie algebroid
o¤er A independent of the choice of v.
Proof. The tensor product R m g is a restricted Lie algebroid over R
Ãwith an anchor map A, and the bracket and the p-structure calculated
using formulas in 3.1 and the structure maps of g. Now one defines
Ã Ãw xl , l s t m Id v m Id l , v m Id l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /g
w xpw p xl s t m Id v m Id l ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .g 28Ž .
ÃA l r q I s A v m Id l r q I.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .g
These maps are independent of the choice of v because, for another
Ž . Ž .splitting v9, the difference v m Id l y v9 m Id l belongs to I m g.g g
3.4. Hopf Algebroid of the Action
We assume that g is finite dimensional so that the group scheme
Ž .G s Spec u g * is finite. The action p defines the G-action r : R “ R m
Ž .u g * by
P t r s r r t 29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
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Ž . Ž .for t g u g and r r s r m r . Let us consider0 1
r tmId
r9: R “ R m u g * “ A m u g *. 30Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .We define a commutative algebra H as a quotient of A m u g * by the
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..ideal J generated by r9 I , i.e., H s A m u g *r r9 I .
LEMMA 10. H is a Hopf algebroid o¤er A.
Proof. The map r gives rise to an algebra map r k: A “ H. The
Ž . Žw x . kŽ .algebra H becomes an A m A-algebra by h a m a s a m 1 q J r a .Ã Ã
It is left to the reader to check that the maps
w x w x w xD a m z q J s 1 m z q J m a m z q J ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1
w x« a m z q J s a« z ,Ž .Ž .
kw xS a m z q J s r a 1 m S z q J for z g u g *Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
satisfy the axioms of a Hopf algebroid.
Ž .Another way to prove Lemma 10 is through reduction Section 2.5 . Let
G be the action groupoid of G on Spec R. If H9 is the Hopf algebroid of
functions on G then H s H9, the reduction of H9 to R.
3.5. Duality
With g , R, A, L, and H as above, we say that the action of g on R is
Ž .A-good if A m g rL is a projective A-module. Particularly, L is a
projective A-module if the action is A-good. We assume that the g-action
on R is A-good from now on. Examples of A-good actions are provided
but not exceeded by the following lemma.
LEMMA 11. If the spectrums of R and A are smooth algebraic ¤arieties and
Äg is the Lie algebra of a linear algebraic group G acting on R then the action is
A-good.
ÄProof. The action morphism a: G = Spec R “ Spec R is a submersion
w xand, therefore, smooth by 6, Proposition 3.10.4 . The action groupoid J is
y1Ž .a Spec A . The morphism a N : J “ Spec A is smooth, being a baseJ
w xchange of a 6, Proposition 3.10.1 . Since Spec A is smooth, so is J. The
ÄŽ .A-module A m g rL is a normal sheaf for the embedding of J ¤ G =
Spec R. Since both varieties are smooth, the normal sheaf is locally free
Ž .that is equivalent to the A-module A m g rL being projective.
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Ž .We will realize the restricted enveloping algebra V L as a subspace of
Ž . Ž .A m u g , while H is the quotient of A m u g *. The pairing
² :, : H m V L “ A 31Ž . Ž .H x x
x
Ž . Ž .is induced by the one between A m u g * and A m u g given by
² :a m z , a m t s aaz t 32Ž . Ž .Ã Ã
Ž . Ž .for a, a g A, t g u g , z g u g *. Notice that the convention whichÃ
A-action on H is right is the same as in the proof of Lemma 10.
THEOREM 12. Let A be an integral domain. If the action of g on R is
Ž .A-good then the pairing 31 is well defined. It determines a bialgebroid
Ž .isomorphism *V L ( H.
We present a proof of this theorem in the next section focusing on
w xConjecture 5.16 of 14 now. Let p 9: g9 “ Der R be an A-good action of
another finite-dimensional restricted Lie algebra g9. It gives a Hopf
algebroid H9 and a Lie algebroid L9. We contemplate a linear map
Ž .s : g “ g9 commuting with the action on R i.e., p 9s s p that is not
necessarily a map of restricted Lie algebras. The following fact is used in
w x11 to construct unrestricted representations of restricted Lie algebras by
geometric means.
COROLLARY 13. If Id m s N is a morphism of restricted Lie algebroidsA L
then it induces a morphism of Hopf algebroids H9 “ H.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Theorem 12 supplies isomorphisms *V L ( H and *V L9 (
H9. The map Id m s N : L “ L9 gives rise to a morphism of A N K-A L
Ž . Ž .bialgebras z : V L “ V L9 . The dual map *z is a morphism of bialge-
broids. By Lemma 1, *z is a morphism of Hopf algebroids.
3.6. Proof of Theorem 12
Ž . Ž . Ž .Step 1. We will show that V L ( H*. This implies that *V L ( * H*
as bialgebroids. But the natural morphism
u : H “ * H* , u h h* s h* h 33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
is an isomorphism of bialgebroids as soon as the A-modules H and HA A
are finitely generated projective.
Step 2. The Hopf algebroid H is a reduction of the action Hopf
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .algebroid R m u g * over R. Using 32 to identify A m u g * * and
Ž . H Ž .A m u g , we can assume that H* s J : A m u g where J is an ideal of
Ž . Ž . Ž .A m u g * generated by r9 I see 3.4 .
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We express the multiplication in H*, denoted by w, in terms of the
Ž .tensor product multiplication in A m u g . Since w is inherited from
Ž .Rau g , for all a m t, b m s g H*,
a m t w b m s s aP t b m t s. 34Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Particularly, for a m t, b m s g L,
a m t w b m s s ab m ts q ap t b m s. 35Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Step 3. For an action bialgebra, the action described in 1.4 recovers the
Ž .original action. Because of 19 ,
H* s a m s g A m u g N v a P s I : I . 36 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Consequently, L s P H* , the set of primitive elements of H*.
Step 4. The embedding L : H* determines a morphism of restricted
wyx Ž . Ž Ž . .algebroids f: L “ H* by f l s p l N , l . The restricted struc-Spec A
w xture is preserved because of 7, Lemma 1 .
Ž .The morphism f can be extended to a morphism of A-algebras j : V L
“ H*. To check that j is a morphism of coalgebras it suffices to show
j
Ž . Ž .that so is the composition Aau L “ V L “ H*, which follows from an
Ž . Ž .explicit description of an element of Aau L , Formula 11 , and axiom 9
in 1.4. Thus, j is a morphism of A N K-bialgebras.
Step 5. Let us show that the map j is injective. One shall recall that a
coalgebra map from a connected coalgebra C over a field is injective if it is
Ž . w xinjective on the set P C of primitive elements 1, Theorem 2.4.11 . The
Ž . Ž .coalgebra V L is connected as a quotient of Aau L and j is injective
Ž Ž .. Ž .on L s P V L but V L is a coalgebra over A rather than a field.
Taking advantage of A being integral, we use its field of quotients Q.
Ž .Corollary 8 implies that V L has no torsion elements. Thus, if ker j / 0A
then the map Q m j is not injective either, which is a contradiction withA
w x1, 2.4.11 .
Step 6. It remains to show that the map j is surjective. Identifying
Ž . Ž .V L with the image of j , we suppose that H* / V L . We assume that
the A-modules L and A m grL are free without loss of generality
because we can replace A with the localization A with respect to anyŽW .
prime ideal W. Notice that an A N K-bialgebra is ``local'':
A m V L s A m V L m A s V L m A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽW . A ŽW . A A ŽW . A ŽW .
Ž .because V L satisfies the Ore condition as an A y A-bimodule. This
justifies the localization.
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Now we can choose an A-basis w , . . . , w of A m g such that w , . . . , w1 n 1 k
Ž .form an A-basis of L. Using the coradical filtration of u g , we define
Ž . Ž .filtrations of A m u g , H*, and V L by
A m u g s A m u g , HU s H* l A m u g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . n nn n
V L s V L l A m u g .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ž .Formula 34 implies that the filtration of H* is an algebra filtration and
Ž . Ž Ž ..gr H* is a subalgebra of gr A m u g . Let ¤ be the image of w ini i
Ž Ž ..gr A m u g .
Ž .Let z be an element of H* _ V L of the smallest degree d. SinceÄ
U Ž . Ž .H s V L , the image of z in gr H* , denoted by z, does not belongÄdy1 dy1
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..to gr V L . Using the PBW-basis of gr A m u g over A,
z s a ¤ m , 37Ž .Ý m
m
in the multi-index notation ¤ m s ¤ m 1¤ m 2 ??? ¤ m n. Clearly,1 2 n
Ä m n lgr D ¤ s ¤ m ¤ . 38Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý
nqlsm
Ž Ž ..Subtracting elements of gr V L from z, we can assume that a s 0m
whenever m s 0 for all i ) k. Let m9 be a multi-index such that a / 0.i m 9
There exists j ) k such that mX ) 0. Let n s mX except for n s mX y 1.j i i j j
Ž .We rewrite 38 ,
Ä ngr D z s a ¤ m ¤ q . . . ,Ž .Ž . m 9 j
Ž .where the dots stand for the remaining terms. An element t z z belongs1 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž n .to gr H* for any t g *gr A m u g . Let us choose t such that t ¤ s 1
Ž m .and t ¤ s 0 for other m. Since z is homogeneous,
t z z s a ¤ q . . . ,Ž .1 2 m 9 j
where the dots stand for the terms of degree at most 1. Subtracting terms
n Ž .of degree 0, we arrive at an element z9 s Ý c ¤ g gr H* that is not inis1 i i
Ž Ž .. Ž .gr V L since c s a / 0 and j ) k. Thus, z9 is an element of gr H*j m 9 1
Ž Ž ..that is not in gr V L . The existence of such an element implies that
U Ž . Ž Ž ..H / V L , which contradicts the conclusion of Step 3 that P V L s1 1
Ž .P H* .
3.7. Final Remarks
One can give an alternative, more geometric, proof of Theorem 12 if the
spectrums of A and R are smooth varieties, g is the Lie algebra of a
Älinear algebraic group G, and Spec R is an open subset of a homogeneous
Ä Ž .G-variety. The ranks of A-modules H and V L are equal. A specializa-
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w xtion j to any maximal ideal is injective by 1, 2.4.11 . Thus, j is anP
embedding of vector bundles of the same rank and, consequently, an
isomorphism.
This argument can be generalized. Let J be a groupoid in the category
w xof algebraic varieties over a smooth algebraic variety X 10, 14 such that
Ž . 1 y1Ž Ž ..the morphism a , b : J “ X = X is smooth. Let J s Fr 1 X be theJ
Frobenius kernel of J. Let L be the Lie algebroid of J. Using differentia-
tion, one obtains a pairing of sheaves
U L m a , b # O “ O , 39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .O J XX
which can be reduced to
V L m a , b # O 1 “ O , 40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .O J XX
that is a perfect pairing defining a duality as in Theorem 12.
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